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Carrier dynamics in graphene: ultrafast many-particle
phenomena
Ermin Malic1,∗, Torben Winzer2, Florian Wendler2, Samuel Brem1, Roland Jago1,
Andreas Knorr2 ,
Martin Mittendorff3, Jacob C. König-Otto3, Tobias Plötzing4, Daniel Neumaier4,
Harald Schneider3, Manfred Helm3, and Stephan Winnerl3

Graphene is an ideal material to study fundamental
Coulomb- and phonon-induced carrier scattering pro-
cesses. Its remarkable gapless and linear band struc-
ture opens up new carrier relaxation channels. In par-
ticular, Auger scattering bridging the valence and the
conduction band changes the number of charge car-
riers and gives rise to a significant carrier multiplica-
tion - an ultrafast many-particle phenomenon that is
promising for the design of highly efficient photodetec-
tors. Furthermore, the vanishing density of states at
the Dirac point combined with ultrafast phonon-induced
intraband scattering results in an accumulation of carri-
ers and a population inversion suggesting the design of
graphene-based terahertz lasers. Here, we review our
work on the ultrafast carrier dynamics in graphene and
Landau-quantized graphene is presented providing a
microscopic view on the appearance of carrier multipli-
cation and population inversion.

1 Introduction

The remarkable electronic properties of graphene [1, 2]
give rise to an ultrafast carrier dynamics that is highly
interesting both from the perspective of fundamental re-
search as well as technological applications [3–7]. The
electronic band structure is characterized by Dirac cones
appearing at the edges of the Brillouin zone and showing
linear and gapless bands (Fig. 1) - in contrast to conven-
tional parabolic and gapped semiconductors. This has
a strong impact on possible carrier relaxation processes
and in particular opens up new relaxation channels. A
prominent example are Auger processes, where one elec-
tron bridges the valence and the conduction band, while
the other involved electron remains in the same band,

cf. Fig. 1. These processes changes the number of charge
carriers and result in a technologically promising many-
particle phenomenon called carrier multiplication (CM)
[8–17]. Another remarkable consequence of graphene’s
linear band structure and the vanishing density of states
at the Dirac point is the possibility of accumulating car-
riers at low energies resulting in a population inversion
(PI), i.e. carrier occupations higher than 0.5 in the con-
duction band [18–23]. The appearance of PI in graphene
demonstrates its applicability as a gain medium for lasers
that could also operate in the technologically promising
terahertz spectral range.

Carrier multiplication holds the potential to increase
the power conversion efficiency of photodetecting and
photovoltaic devices [24]. However, due to the absence of
a band gap the extraction of charge carriers remains a sub-
stantial challenge. A possible strategy to circumvent this
drawback is Landau quantization of graphene: the pres-
ence of magnetic fields induces a collapse of the Dirac
cone into discrete non-equidistant Landau levels (LLs)
that can be selectively addressed by circularly polarized
light [25, 26], cf. Fig. 1. The externally tunable gaps be-
tween the LLs also suggest the possibility of tunable tera-
hertz Landau-level lasers.

In this Feature article, we present a review of our joint
theory-experimental work on the carrier dynamics in
graphene and Landau-quantized graphene is presented.
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Figure 1 Dirac cones and ultrafast phenomena. (a) Elec-
tronic band structure of graphene is shown over the entire
Brillouin zone. At the edges, Dirac points appear that are char-
acterized by linear and gapless bands giving rise to techno-
logically promising carrier multiplication (CM) and population
inversion (PI), cf. the zoom-ins into the region around a Dirac
point. Figure adapted from Ref. [5].

In particular, we provide a microscopic view on the ele-
mentary many-particle processes behind the generation
and decay of carrier multiplication and population in-
version in optically excited graphene in and without the
presence of magnetic fields. Note that a separate feature
article with a focus on the experimental investigation of
the carrier dynamics at very low energies is published in
this special issue [S. Winnerl et al., citation when avail-
able].

2 Theoretical approach

The carrier dynamics in graphene has been extensively
investigated in high-resolution pump-probe experiments
[10, 12, 27–39] measuring the differential transmission
(DTS) as well as time- and angle-resolved photoemission
(ARPES) experiments [13, 16, 20, 40, 41]. To provide micro-
scopic insights into elementary scattering processes be-
hind the carrier dynamics and the observed ultrafast phe-
nomena, we have developed a microscopic many-particle
approach allowing us to temporally and spectrally track
the way of optically excited electrons in graphene [5, 42].

The core of our approach is built by Graphene Bloch
Equations (GBE) that have been derived in the density ma-
trix formalism within the second-order Born-Markov ap-
proximation [43–46]. We obtain a system of coupled equa-
tions of motion for the carrier occupation ρλk = 〈a+

λka
λk〉

in the state (k,λ) characterized by the momentum k and
the band index λ, the microscopic polarization pk =
〈a+

vkack〉 that is a measure for the transition probability
between the valence (λ= v) and the conduction (λ= c)
band, and phonon number n j

q = 〈b+
j qb j q〉 in the consid-

Figure 2 Relaxation channels. Illustration of microscopic
quantities and relaxation channels determining the carrier dy-
namics of optically excited carriers in (a) graphene and (b)
Landau-quantized graphene. Red (blue) arrows in (b) denote
Auger and carrier-phonon scattering, respectively. Figure a
adapted from Ref. [42].

ered optical or acoustic phonon mode j with the phonon
momentum q. Here, we have expressed the microscopic
quantities in the formalism of second quantization intro-
ducing creation and annihilation operators for electrons
(a+
λk, a

λk) and phonons (b+
j q,b j q).

Figure 2(a) illustrates the introduced microscopic
quantities in a non-equilibrium situation: First, graphene
is excited by an optical pulse that is characterized by the
vector potential A(t). The process of optical excitation is
described by the microscopic polarization pk. The exci-
tation and the subsequent scattering dynamics changes
the occupation probabilities ρc

k and ρv
k in the involved

bands. The carrier scattering with phonons transfers the
optically injected energy to the lattice system and changes

the phonon number n j
q. Therefore, solving the Graphene

Bloch Equations, we can track the way of carriers in time
and momentum from the optical excitation via carrier-
carrier and carrier-phonon scattering towards an equilib-
rium distribution.

Applying the Heisenberg equation of motion and
exploiting the fundamental commutation relations for
fermions and bosons, we derive the GBE yielding [5]

ṗk = i∆ωkpk − iΩvc
k

(
ρc

k −ρv
k

)+Uk −γkpk, (1)

ρ̇λk = ±2Im
(
Ωvc∗

k pk
)+Γin

λ,k

(
1+ρλk

)−Γout
λ,kρ

λ
k , (2)

ṅ j
q = Γem

j ,q

(
1+n j

q
)−Γabs

j ,q n j
q −γ j

(
n j

q −nB
)

(3)

with the energy difference ħ∆ωk = (εv
k − εc

k), the Bose-
Einstein distribution nB denoting the equilibrium distri-
bution of phonons, the phonon lifetime γ−1

j , and the Rabi

frequency Ωvc
k (t) = i e0

m0
Mvc

k ·A(t) describing the optical
excitation of graphene with Mvc

k as the optical matrix ele-
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ment. The intraband Rabi frequencyΩλλ
k (t) contributes

to a renormalization of the band structure, but since this
effect is very small it has been neglected here. The appear-
ing matrix elements are calculated with full tight-binding
wave functions in the nearest-neighbor approximation [5],
which is known to be a good approximation for graphene
close to the Dirac point [47]. All quantities in GBE (except
for nB and ∆ωk) depend on time. The equations take into
account all relevant two-particle relaxation channels in-
cluding Coulomb- and phonon-induced intra- and inter-
band as well as intra- and intervalley scattering processes.
The time- and momentum-dependent scattering rates
Γλk(t ) = Γcc

λk(t )+Γcp
λk(t ) entering the equation for the car-

rier occupation ρλk (t ) describe the strength of the carrier-
carrier (cc) and carrier-phonon (cp) scattering processes.
For the phonon occupation, we obtain the correspond-
ing emission and absorption rates Γem/abs

j ,q [42]. The many-

particle scattering also contributes to diagonal (γk(t )) and
off-diagonal dephasing (Uk(t )) of the microscopic polar-
ization pk(t). More details on the theoretical approach
can be found in the appendix.

The magnetic field is incorporated into the equations
by exploiting the Peierls substitution accounting for the
change of electron momentum induced by the confine-
ment into cyclotron orbits [25, 48]. This results in a dras-
tic change of the electronic band structure, where the
Dirac cone collapses into discrete non-equidistant Lan-

dau levels [25, 49] with εn = sgn{n}ħvF

√
2e0B
ħ |n|. Here,

the magnetic field B is perpendicular to the graphene
layer, vF denotes the Fermi velocity in graphene, and
n = ...,−2,−1,0,1,2, ... is the LL quantum number. Opti-
cal selection rules only allow transitions with quantum
numbers [26, 48] |n| → |n|±1 induced by left (-) or right
(-) circularly polarized light that is denoted by σ±. Figure
2(b) shows the three energetically lowest LLs n =−1,0,+1,
the allowed optical excitation with σ± light as well as the
possible Auger scattering processes between the energet-
ically equidistant LLs (blue arrows) and carrier-phonon
scattering. The latter results in emission or absorption of a
phonon with the energy ħω j that is resonant to the LL sep-
aration. In analogy to the case without the magnetic field,
we define the microscopic polarization pn,n′ and carrier
occupation ρn that now only depend on LL indices n,n′.
More details on the Bloch equations in Landau-quantized
graphene can be found in Ref. [26].

3 Carrier dynamics

By solving the Graphene Bloch Equations, we can track
the way of optically excited carriers as a function of

time and momentum along the Dirac cone or Landau
levels. We can resolve fundamental many-particle relax-
ation channels including Coulomb- and phonon-induced
intra- and interband processes driving the carriers to-
wards an equilibrium Fermi distribution. Figure 3 illus-
trates the main steps characterizing the carrier dynamics
in graphene: thermal distribution, optical excitation, car-
rier thermalization, and carrier cooling. (i) The starting
point is a thermal Fermi distribution that is determined
by the initial temperature. (ii) Next, a non-equilibrium
carrier distribution is generated by applying an opti-
cal pulse described by a Gaussian-shaped vector po-
tential A(t) = A0 êP exp

(−t 2/(2σ2
t )

)
cos(ωL t), where A0

is the amplitude determining the pump fluence, êP =
(cosφP , sinφP ) the polarization unit vector, σt the pulse
duration, andħωL the excitation energy. Here, we apply an
energy of ħωL = 1.5eV, a pulse duration of σt = 10fs, and
a pump fluence of 1µJ/cm2. The optical excitation gen-
erates a highly anisotropic non-equilibrium distribution
that is centered around k ≈ ±1.25nm−1 corresponding
to the excitation energy of 1.5eV. The anisotropy can be
ascribed to the anisotropic optical matrix element Mvc

k
[51, 52]. The importance of anisotropy for the carrier dy-
namics in graphene is discussed in detail in a separate
feature article in this special issue [S. Winnerl et al., cita-
tion when available].

(iii) The non-equilibrium electrons are redistributed
to energetically lower states via combined carrier-carrier
and carrier-phonon scattering resulting in a thermalized
carrier distribution already after approximately 50fs. Here,
carriers are in equilibrium among each other, however
their energy is much higher compared to the initial state,
i.e. the reached hot thermalized Fermi distribution is spec-
trally much broader than the initial thermal distribution.
We find carrier temperatures above 1000 K strongly de-
pending on the applied pump fluence. In this step, the ini-
tially highly anisotropic carrier distribution also becomes
isotropic again. This can be ascribed to highly efficient
scattering with optical phonons [37, 38, 42].

(iv) Finally, phonon-induced scattering redistributes
energy from the excited carrier system to the lattice on
a picosecond timescale resulting in a narrowing of the
carrier distribution. Eventually, the initial thermal Fermi
distribution is reached. The process of thermalization and
carrier cooling cannot be strictly separated in time, since
carrier-phonon scattering contributes to both the ther-
malization and the energy dissipation. Nevertheless, high-
resolution pump-probe experiments measuring the differ-
ential transmission signal have found two distinct decay
times with τ1 typically in the range of 100fs and τ2 typi-
cally around 1ps representing thermalization and cooling
times [10, 27–40].

Copyright line will be provided by the publisher 3
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Figure 3 Carrier dynamics in graphene. Illustration of the main steps during the carrier relaxation dynamics in graphene.
Carrier occupation ρc

k(t) in the conduction band is plotted as a function of the momentum k = (kx ,ky ) for different exemplary
times. Figure adapted from Ref. [50].

In Landau-quantized graphene, the non-equidistant
separation of Landau levels is expected to strongly sup-
press elastic Coulomb scattering processes. The latter are
only allowed, if two Landau level transitions with the same
energy separation are available facilitating energy conser-
vation. In the next section, we will show that in spite of this
restriction Auger scattering processes play a crucial role
for the carrier dynamics in Landau-quantized graphene,
since one specific finds Landau levels with the same ener-
getic spacing. Phonon-induced transitions between Lan-
dau levels are strongly suppressed unless the respective
transition is in resonance with the optical phonon en-
ergy, at least up to a detuning determined by the impurity-
induced Landau level broadening. Since the LL distance
can be tuned by the magnetic field, the efficiency of scat-
tering with optical phonons strongly depends on the mag-
netic field strength [53]. Since the velocity of acoustic
phonons is much smaller than the electronic Fermi veloc-
ity, the impact of acoustic phonons is generally very small
within the energetically lowest Landau levels, as long as
the LL broadening is not larger than 10 meV [26].

Carrier thermalization and carrier cooling discussed
above are typical relaxation steps during the carrier dy-
namics in any material. There are differences in the time
scales, but the qualitative behavior is similar. However,
graphene exhibits some specific technologically promis-
ing ultrafast phenomena characterizing its dynamics. This
includes the appearance of a significant carrier multipli-
cation and transient population inversion. These many-
particle phenomena will be discussed in detail in the case
of graphene and Landau-quantized graphene. Note that
the section on the carrier multiplication is based on Ref.
[7].

4 Carrier multiplication

Carrier multiplication is a many-particle phenomenon
describing the generation of multiple electron-hole pairs
internal scattering [54]. The underlying physical mech-
anism is Auger scattering, which is a specific collinear
Coulomb-induced interband relaxation channel, cf. Figs.
1 and 4. In contrast to all other Coulomb processes, Auger
scattering changes the charge carrier density consisting of
electrons in the conduction and holes in the valence band.
We distinguish Auger recombination (AR) and the inverse
process of impact excitation (IE) [8, 9]. While IE increases
the charge carrier density, the AR reduces the number of
carriers through recombination of excited electrons with
holes in the valence band. The efficiency of the two Auger
processes depends on the excitation regime and the re-
sulting Pauli blocking. After a weak optical excitation, the
probability of the interband process close to the Dirac
point is much higher for IE, since here an electron from
the almost full valence band scatters into the weakly pop-
ulated conduction band. The inverse process is strongly
suppressed by Pauli blocking resulting in an overall mul-
tiplication of optically excited carriers [8, 9]. This carrier
multiplication has the potential to increase the responsiv-
ity in photodetecting devices as well as power conversion
efficiency in photovoltaic devices [24].

While carrier multiplication is possible in any two-
dimensional material with a sufficiently small band gap,
the linear band structure of graphene is favorable, since
it facilitates the conservation of energy and momentum
at the same time. In graphene, the occurrence of Auger-
induced carrier multiplication has been theoretically pre-
dicted [8, 9, 11, 55, 56] and experimentally confirmed
[10, 12, 13]. Furthermore, in spite of the non-equidistant
separation of Landau levels, Auger scattering has been the-

4 Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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Figure 4 Carrier multiplication in graphene. (a) Schematic
illustration of the impact excitation (IE) multiplying the optically
excited electron-hole pairs through internal scattering. (b) Tem-
poral evolution of the carrier density N (t ) taking into account
only carrier-light interaction (green line), only Coulomb scatter-
ing including Auger processes (red), and full dynamics including
carrier-phonon channels (blue line). Auger scattering leads to
a multiplication of the initially excited carrier density Nopt by a
factor of 3.7. Phonon-induced recombination counteracts the
effect and reduces the CM factor to 2.5. Figure b taken from
Ref. [58]

.

oretically and experimentally demonstrated as the most
important relaxation channel even in Landau-quantized
graphene [17, 22, 57] resulting in a significant carrier mul-
tiplication [17].

4.1 Carrier multiplication in graphene

Auger scattering-induced multiplication of electron-hole
pairs after absorption of a single photon can be quantified
by a time-dependent carrier multiplication factor

CM(t) = N (t)−NT

Nopt(t)−NT
, (4)

where N (t ), Nopt(t ) and NT are the total, the purely opti-
cally excited, and the thermal carrier density, respectively.

To investigate whether a carrier multiplication ap-
pears in graphene, we calculate the temporal evolution of
the carrier density N (t) = 1

A

∑
k,λρ

λ
k , cf. Fig. 4. To under-

stand the underlying microscopic mechanism, we subse-
quently switch on different scattering channels. First, we

apply an optical pulse characterized by a pump fluence
of 2.3µJcm−2, a pulse width of 10fs, and an excitation en-
ergy of 1.5eV. Accounting only for carrier-light interaction,
the applied ultrashort pulse excites electrons from the va-
lence into the conduction band resulting in an optically
induced carrier density Nopt(t ), which remains constant
after the pulse is switched off (green line). Taking into ac-
count Coulomb-induced scattering channels including
Auger processes, we find a strong increase of the carrier
density even after the optical pulse has been switched off
(red line) - carrier multiplication takes place. In the case
of a purely Coulomb-driven dynamics, we obtain a mul-
tiplication factor of CM = 3.7. However, the dynamics is
still incomplete, as phonon-induced relaxation channels
have not been included yet. Phonons directly compete
with Auger channels for excited carriers that can scatter to
an energetically lower state by either performing an Auger
process or by emitting a phonon and thus reducing the
CM efficiency. In spite of this, taking the full dynamics
into account including carrier-phonon relaxation chan-
nels, we still observe a significant carrier multiplication
with a maximum value of approximately CM = 2.5 that
persists on a time scale of a few picoseconds [8, 9], cf. the
blue line in Fig. 4.

The theoretically predicted carrier multiplication in
graphene has been recently demonstrated in high - resolu-
tion multi-color pump-probe [10, 12] and time-and angle-
resolved photoemission (ARPES) measurements [13].
Gierz and co-workers [13] applied extreme-ultraviolet
pulses to track the number of excited electrons and their
kinetic energy in ARPES measurements. In a time window
of approximately 25 fs after the pump pulse, a clear in-
crease of carrier density and a simultaneous decrease of
the average carrier kinetic energy was observed directly re-
vealing that relaxation is dominated by impact excitation
[13]. Furthermore, as absorption at optical frequencies is
dominated by interband processes, pump-probe experi-
ments can be also used to directly monitor carrier occupa-
tion probabilities of the optically coupled states as well as
the Coulomb- and phonon-induced carrier escape from
these states. We have performed a series of pump-probe
measurements [12] applying different optical probe ener-
gies ranging from 0.73 to 1.6 eV, while the pump pulse was
fixed at 1.6 eV. Assuming quasi-instantaneous thermaliza-
tion of the excited carriers through ultrafast carrier-carrier
scattering, the measured occupation probabilities at dif-
ferent distinct energies could be exploited to reconstruct
the time-dependent carrier distribution in the relevant
range in the momentum space [12]. To be able to draw
qualitative conclusions on the appearing carrier multi-
plication, the optically excited carrier density Nopt was
estimated based on the pump fluence and the dark ab-

Copyright line will be provided by the publisher 5
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Figure 5 Experiment-theory comparison on carrier mul-
tiplication. Theoretically predicted and experimentally mea-
sured carrier multiplication as a function of time and pump
fluence. Purple colors mark the region, where carrier multipli-
cation takes place, i.e. CM >1. We find both in experiment and
theory a maximum CM at low pump fluences on a timescale of
a few picoseconds. Figure taken from Ref. [12].

sorption of graphene on sapphire. We find that depending
on the pump fluence, the integrated carrier density N

can lie above Nopt presenting a clear experimental prove
of the appearance of CM in graphene.

Figure 5 shows a direct comparison between the theo-
retically predicted and experimentally measured carrier
multiplication revealing an excellent agreement with re-
spect to the quantitative CM values as well as its qualita-
tive dependence on the pump fluence [12]. Depending
on the pump fluence and the time after the optical pulse,
we can clearly distinguish both in experiment and theory
two distinct regions characterized by CM > 1 (purple) and
CM < 1 (orange). Surprisingly, we find the largest CM val-
ues at low pump fluences in the range of 1−10µJcm−2

with lifetimes in the range of several picoseconds. At in-
termediate fluences up to approximately 80µJcm−2, we
observe a smaller carrier multiplication on a much shorter
timescale. Here, IE still prevails over AR, however, the
asymmetry between these two processes is restricted to a
shorter time range, since the number of scattering part-
ners is increased accelerating the relaxation dynamics and
leading to a faster equilibration between the IE and AR
processes [9]. In the strong excitation regime with pump
fluences larger than 100µJcm−2, the states are highly oc-
cupied and Pauli blocking prefers AR bringing carriers
back to the valence band. As a result, the carrier density

Figure 6 Fluence dependence of CM. Direct comparison of
the carrier density, Auger scattering rates and the spectral car-
rier distribution in a relatively weak (left panel) and a strong
(right panel) excitation regime for exemplary pump fluences of
εp f = 40µJ/cm2 and 900µJ/cm2, respectively. (a)-(b) Tempo-
ral evolution of the carrier density accounting for the Coulomb-
driven carrier dynamics with (red solid line) and without Auger
processes (blue dashed line). (c)-(d) Temporal evolution of
Auger generation (IE) and recombination rates (AR). (e)-(f)
Spectral carrier distribution after accomplished Coulomb-driven
dynamics again with and without Auger processes. Efficient
Auger scattering drives the electronic system to an equilibrium
distribution characterized by a zero Fermi energy εF = 0eV. In
absence of these channels, a negative or positive Fermi energy
is obtained depending on the excitation regime. Figure taken
from Ref. [58].

decreases and we find a negative carrier multiplication
CM < 1 [12], cf. Fig. 5.

To get deeper insights into the influence of the excita-
tion strength on the carrier multiplication, we show the
temporal evolution of the carrier density and Auger rates
as well as the final spectral carrier distribution at two ex-
emplary pump fluences of 40µJ/cm2 and 900µJ/cm2, cf.
Fig. 6. Calculating the carrier density accounting for all
carrier-carrier scattering channels (solid red line) and ex-
cluding Auger processes (blue dashed line), we directly
demonstrate the impact of the latter. At 40µJ/cm2, we still
find a carrier multiplication (Fig. 6(a)) , however with a
reduced factor of 1.5 compared to Fig. 4, where a pump
fluence of 2.3µJ/cm2 has been assumed. At 900µJ/cm2,

6 Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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Auger processes even account for a lower overall carrier
density resulting in CM < 1 (Fig. 6(b)). To understand this
behavior, we study the time-dependent scattering rates
for the impact excitation (IE) and the Auger recombina-
tion (AR), cf. Fig. 6(c)-(d). At 40µJ/cm2, we observe a clear
asymmetry between both rates in favor of the impact exci-
tation in the first 100 fs. This represents the time window
for carrier multiplication. We realize that this time range
is considerably shorter comparing with Fig. 4 where CM
takes place in the first 300 fs. At the much higher pump flu-
ence of 900µJ/cm2, we find that the imbalance between
the Auger rates still initially favors IE. However, approxi-
mately at the center of the excitation a transition can be
observed and the Auger recombination rate exceeds the
impact excitation. Auger processes give rise to an efficient
carrier recombination until an equilibrium distribution is
reached. This results in a reduction of optically generated
carriers that is reflected by CM = 0.73.

Since the corresponding Coulomb matrix elements are
the same for IE and AR, the observed asymmetry can be
ascribed to Pauli blocking effects. To get further insights,
we compare the spectral distribution of carriers after the
Coulomb-driven relaxation dynamics with and without
Auger processes (Fig. 6(e)-(f)). We find that in both excita-
tion regimes Auger processes lead to a single Fermi-Dirac
distribution characterized by a zero Fermi energy. In con-
trast, neglecting Auger processes leads to distinct distri-
butions in conduction and valence band with finite Fermi
levels, respectively. In the case of the weaker excitation,
the Fermi energy is negative. To achieve an equilibrium
carrier distribution, the generation of carriers via impact
excitation is required, i.e. CM > 1. At the strong excita-
tion the Fermi energy is positive and only predominant
processes of Auger recombination can prevent the dis-
continuity in the carrier distribution between both bands
resulting in CM < 1. The imbalance between impact exci-
tation and Auger recombination can be also explained in
terms of Pauli blocking: In the case of weak excitation, the
valence band occupation close to the Dirac point is large
compared to the respective conduction band occupation,
which gives rise to efficient impact excitation, cf. green
arrow in Fig. 6(e). Forstrong excitation the population
conditions around the Dirac point are reversed quickly
after the optical excitation, and thus Pauli blocking favors
Auger recombination (Fig. 6(f)).

4.2 Carrier multiplication in Landau-quantized
graphene

While the carrier dynamics in graphene has been inten-
sively investigated over the last years, there have been
only a few studies on the dynamics in Landau-quantized
graphene [17, 30, 53, 57, 59–61]. The first experiment was
performed by Plochocka et al. in 2009 [30], where rather
high-energetic Landau levels (n ∼ 100) have been inves-
tigated. A strong suppression of Auger processes was
observed and explained as a consequence of the non-
equidistant level spacing. However, due to the E ∝ p

n
dependence, there are Landau levels n that are actually
equidistant suggesting that Auger scattering might be
important in certain situations. Here, we suggest a spe-
cific pumping scheme to open up Auger scattering chan-
nels and to achieve a carrier multiplication in Landau-
quantized graphene. The strategy is to excite charge carri-
ers to n =+4, which induces an energy conserving scat-
tering process consisting of +4 → +1 and 0 → +1. This
relaxation channel corresponds to impact excitation and
creates additional charge carriers. Due to Pauli blocking,
the inverse process of Auger recombination is expected to
be suppressed.

Applying an optical pulse with an excitation energy
of 280meV matching the transitions ∓4 � ±3 at a rea-
sonable magnetic field of B = 4T, we find an efficient
impact excitation even in Landau-quantized graphene
resulting in a carrier multiplication [17]. The theoreti-
cally predicted importance of Auger scattering in Landau-
quantized graphene is surprising in view of the non-
equidistant Landau level separation. Since the carrier
occupation of single LLs can be directly addressed in
polarization-dependent pump-probe experiments, we
can track the way of excited carriers in specific Landau
levels and can experimentally investigate the importance
of Auger channels. We apply circularly polarized light of a
specific energy to selectively pump and probe transitions
between the energetically lowest Landau levels n =−1,0,
and +1. We perform four different experiments pumping
and probing the same and different LL transitions, respec-
tively, cf. Fig. 7. Considering only the optical excitation
and the Pauli blocking, we expect a positive differential
transmission signal (DTS), if the pump σP and the probe
(test) pulse σT have the same polarization. Here, the exci-
tation of charge carriers due to the pump pulse is expected
to lead to an absorption bleaching of the probe pulse due
to the increased Pauli blocking. Reduction in absorption
directly translates in an increase of differential transmis-
sion. In contrast, using an opposite polarization for the
pump and the probe pulse, we either depopulate the final
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Figure 7 Experiment-theory comparison on Auger scattering in Landau-quantized graphene. Direct comparison of exper-
imentally measured (upper panel) and theoretically predicted (lower panel) polarization-resolved differential transmission for
pumping and probing the same transition [(a)-(d)] and different transitions [(e)-(h)]. The corresponding pump (σP) and probe (or
test σT) pulses are sketched in the insets. The yellow shaded areas in the background illustrate the width of the pump pulse.
Figure adapted from Ref. [57].

state or populate the initial state for the absorption of the
probe pulse. As a result, Pauli blocking is expected to be
reduced giving rise to an absorption enhancement and a
negative DTS.

Figure 7 illustrates a direct comparison between ex-
perimentally measured (upper panel) and theoretical pre-
dicted (lower panel) differential transmission spectra for
the four configurations of pump and probe pulse polar-
izations. Both pulses have the same width of σt = 2.7ps
(yellow area in Fig. 7) and the same energy of 75meV. Com-
paring the obtained results with the above expectation
only based on the occupation change induced by the op-
tical excitation and Pauli blocking, we find the expected
positive and negative DTS signs in the case of pumping
with σ+

P -polarized light, cf. Fig. 7)(a)-(b) and (e)-(f). How-
ever, we reveal a qualitative difference both in experiment
and theory in the case of pumping withσ−

P -polarized light:
(i) The configurationσ−

P , σ−
T (Figure 7(c)-(d)) shows an ini-

tial expected increase in DTS that is however followed
by an unexpected DTS sign change. (ii) The configura-
tion σ−

P , σ+
T (Figure 7(g)-(h)) shows a completely contrary

behavior. We find an entirely positive DTS, although the
pump pulse populates the zeroth Landau level that is the
initial state for the absorption of the probe pulse, i.e. we
would expect an absorption enhancement and a negative
DTS.

To explain these surprising results, we need to go be-
yond simple expectations based on Pauli blocking. We
have to take into account the full carrier dynamics, in
particular including Auger scattering processes. Further-

more, we need to include doping to break the electron-
hole symmetry to be able to reproduce the experimental
observations. Otherwise, in an undoped system, the two
configurations σ+

P , σ+
T and σ−

P , σ−
T (and likewise σ+

P , σ−
T

and σ−
P , σ+

T ) would yield the exactly same DTS. The as-
sumption of a finite doping is supported by experimental
studies showing that multilayer epitaxial graphene sam-
ples grown on the C-terminated face of SiC have a finite
n-doping due to a charge transfer from the SiC substrate
[62, 63]. Therefore, for the theoretical calculations a Fermi
energy of εF = 28meV has been assumed.

Solving the Graphene Bloch Equations, we have all
tools at hand to provide a microscopic view on the carrier
dynamics in Landau-quantized graphene and to resolve
the unexpected DTS sign observed in Figure 7(g). To get
the required insights, we calculate the temporal evolu-
tion of the involved LL occupations ρ+1, ρ0 and ρ−1 after
the application of σ−-polarized pump pulse, cf. Fig. 8. To
identify the role of Auger scattering, we compare the full
dynamics with a calculation neglecting Auger processes
(dashed gray lines). Note that carrier-phonon scattering
has been phenomenologically included to match the ex-
perimentally observed fast decay rates at long times. Sur-
prisingly, our calculations reveal that the carrier occupa-
tion of the zeroth LL ρ0 shows only a minor increase in
the beginning of the dynamics and it even starts to de-
crease already before the center of the pulse is reached.
This means that although we optically pump carriers into
the zeroth Landau level, its population actually decreases.
This surprising result can be explained by extremely ef-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8 Microscopic view on impact of Auger processes.
(a) Temporal evolution of the carrier occupation in the three en-
ergetically lowest LLs that are involved in the Auger processes
from Figure 7 after excitation with σ−-polarized light. Solid
and dashed gray lines indicate the dynamics accounting only
for carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon processes, respectively.
In presence of Auger processes, LL0 becomes depopulated
despite the optical pumping into this state. (b) In the case
of n-doping (positive Fermi energy), the efficiency of optical
pumping is reduced for σ−-polarized light due to Pauli blocking.
Figure (a) adapted from Ref. [57] and (b) from Ref. [64].

ficient Auger scattering, which induces the transitions
0 →−1 and 0 →+1 resulting in a quick depopulation of
ρ0, cf. Figure 8(b). The crucial role of the Auger scattering
becomes apparent by comparing the temporal evolution
of ρ0 to the case without Auger processes (dashed gray
lines). Here, as expected, the population of the zeroth Lan-
dau level increases during the entire time of the optical
excitation. This remarkable many-particle effect appears
only in the case of optical pumping with σ−

P -polarized
light, since here the pumping efficiency is strongly re-
duced due to an enhanced Pauli blocking as a result of a
finite n-doping, cf. Fig. 8(b).

To sum up, the polarization-dependent pump-probe
experiments provide a clear evidence for an efficient
Auger scattering in Landau-quantized graphene. The ob-
served unexpected DTS sign emerges, since Auger scatter-
ing depopulates the zeroth Landau level faster than it is
filled by optical excitation.

5 Population inversion

Population inversion (PI) is a many-particle phenomenon,
where the thermal carrier distribution is inverted, i.e. en-
ergetically higher states become stronger occupied than
energetically lower states. This configuration can lead to

light amplification and optical gain that are of central im-
portance in optical sciences [65–67]. They are based on
the quantum effect of induced photon emission and con-
stitute one of the key ingredients for laser technology and
optical data communication [19, 21, 23, 67]. Visible and in-
frared fiber lasers are the basis for information technology,
while microwave and radio-frequency emitters build the
backbone of wireless communications. Due to the lack of
efficient sources of terahertz light, there is a technological
gap between these two frequency ranges [68].

The ongoing search for novel gain materials has
brought graphene into the focus of research. Its linear
and gapless band structure offers a broad spectrum of
optically active states including the terahertz region. This
extraordinary feature has already been technologically
exploited in graphene-based photodetectors covering a
wide range of frequencies [69–72] as well as graphene-
based saturable absorbers converting the continuous
wave output of lasers into a train of ultrashort optical
pulses [3, 4]. A spectrally broad population inversion
has been measured [18, 20] and theoretically predicted
[19,21,73] in the strong excitation regime. Recently, a pop-
ulation inversion in Landau-quantized graphene has also
been predicted [23,26,74] suggesting the design of tunable
terhertz Landau level lasers.

5.1 Population inversion in graphene

Based on Graphene Bloch Equations, we investigate the
carrier dynamics in the strong excitation regime address-
ing the question whether a population inversion can be
achieved in graphene. We apply an optical pulse with a
pump fluence of 2.5mJ/cm2 that is three orders of mag-
nitude higher than in Fig. 3. The carrier occupation in
the conduction band is illustrated in Fig. 9(a) as a func-
tion carrier energy for different times after the strong op-
tical excitation. At 0 fs corresponding to the maximum
of the excitation pulse, we find a strongly pronounced
non-equilibrium distribution that is centered at the car-
rier energy of 0.75 eV reflecting to the excitation energy
of 1.5 eV. We observe how the excited carriers become
quickly distributed leading to a spectrally broadened dis-
tribution. Interestingly, in contrast to the dynamics in the
low excitation regime (Figure 3) we do not observe a ther-
malized Fermi distribution, but find a rather surprising
feature at low energies: the carrier occupation ρc

k exceeds
the value of 0.5 in a spectrally and temporally limited re-
gion (blue shaded area). This means that the occupation
of the energetically higher states in the conduction band
is actually higher than the occupation in the correspond-
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ing states in the valence band. We observe this population
inversion for carrier energies up to 250 meV and times up
to 300 fs after the optical excitation, cf. Figure 9(a). This
finding is in excellent agreement with a recent experimen-
tal study demonstrating the appearance of a temporally
and spectrally limited optical gain in graphene [18]. The
achieved PI values as well as its spectral and temporal re-
gion strongly depend on the applied pump fluence. Figure
9(c) illustrates the fluence-dependent maximal energy, up
to which PI can be obtained. The values are taken 40fs
after the excitation pulse corresponding to the temporal
resolution of the experiment [18]. Population inversion
appears above a threshold pump fluence of approximately
200µJ/cm2, where it is limited to very small energies. For
stronger excitations, the PI regime is broadened up to
0.75eV. Finally, Fig. 9(d) illustrates the build-up and the
decay of the population inversion at a pump fluence of
approximately 2.5mJ/cm2. The surface plot shows the car-
rier occupation ρc

k(t ) as a function of time and energy. We
find a distinct region with ρc

k(t ) > 0.5 (red area), where PI
takes place. Our calculations reveal that the PI is gener-
ated in a broad spectral range almost instantaneously in
the first femtoseconds after the optical excitation. As dis-
cussed above, this can be ascribed to the ultrafast carrier-
phonon intraband scattering combined with a vanishing
density of states around the Dirac point. Already after a
few femtoseconds, the PI maximum is reached that is fol-
lowed by a Auger-induced decay on a time scale of a few
hundreds of femtoseconds.

Exploiting the microscopic access to time- and mo-
mentum - resolved carrier dynamics, we can reveal the
microscopic mechanism behind the generation of popu-
lation inversion in graphene (Figure 9(b)) [19]: (i) Strong
optical excitation (red arrow) lifts many electrons from
the valence into the conduction band. (ii) Intraband scat-
tering processes (black arrows) bring excited carriers in
the vicinity of the Dirac point and due to the vanishingly
small density of states in this region, carriers accumulate
and above a certain threshold pump fluence a popula-
tion inversion appears. (iii) Stimulated emission (yellow
arrows) amplifies the probe pulse (blue arrow) at low ener-
gies. Our calculations clearly demonstrate that intraband
scattering with optical phonons is the crucial relaxation
channel for the build-up of the PI. The gain regime is
strongly reduced, if we consider only Coulomb-induced
intraband processes. In particular, impact excitation plays
a minor role, since in the strong excitation regime, the in-
verse process of Auger recombination is more important.
It reduces the accumulation of carriers close to the Dirac
point and leads to a decay of the PI on a time scale of few
hundreds femtoseconds. Phonon-induced recombination
are an order of magnitude weaker than AR processes [19].

Figure 9 Population inversion. (a) Spectrally resolved car-
rier occupation ρc

k(t ) in the conduction band at different times
after an optical excitation with a pump fluence of approxi-
mately 2.5mJ/cm2. We observe a population inversion, i.e.
ρc

k(t ) > 0.5, during the first 300fs for carrier energies smaller
than 250meV. (b) Scheme of optical pumping (red) and the
build-up of a phonon bottleneck (black). Here, an energetically
lower probe pulse (blue) can be amplified via induced emission
(yellow), if population inversion occurs. (c) Maximal spectral
region up to which a population inversion can be achieved as a
function of the pump fluence. The values are extracted from the
carrier distribution 40fs after the excitation pulse. (d) Spectrally
and temporally resolved carrier occupation in the conduction
band demonstrating generation and decay of population inver-
sion at a pump fluence of 2.5mJ/cm2. Figures (a)-(c) adapted
from Ref. [19] and (d) from Ref. [58].

So far, we have shown that a transient population in-
version can be achieved in graphene. However, a long-
lived optical gain is the key prerequisite for the realization
of graphene-based laser devices that could also operate
in the technologically relevant terahertz spectral region.
In a recent study, we have proposed a strategy of how to
achieve long-lived gain [21]: (i) reduction of the efficiency
of Auger recombination by studying graphene on a high-
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dielectric substrate and at the same time (i) enhancement
of the carrier-light interaction by integrating graphene
into a high-quality photonic crystal nanocavity. Follow-
ing this recipe, we have shown that coherent laser light
emission can be achieved from graphene [21].

5.2 Population inversion in Landau-quantized
graphene

The idea of a two-dimensional Landau level laser dates
back to 1986, when H. Aoki proposed to exploit the en-
ergetic LL spacing in two-dimensional electron gases to
externally tune the laser frequency [75]. The key challenge
for the realization of such a laser is a stable population
inversion. However, in conventional semiconductors ex-
hibiting an equidistant spectrum of LLs, strong Coulomb
scattering acts in favor of an equilibrium Fermi-Dirac
distribution and strongly counteracts the build-up of a
population inversion. In contrast, graphene exhibits a
non-equidistant LL separation and specific optical selec-
tion rules offering optimal conditions to overcome the
counteracting Coulomb- and phonon-assisted scattering
channels and to achieve long-lived population inversion
[22, 74, 76].

Based on our microscopic insights into the underly-
ing many-particle mechanisms, we propose two differ-
ent experimentally realizable schemes to design tunable
graphene-based THz Landau level lasers (Fig. 10(a)): (A)
The first scheme is only based on optical pumping ex-
ploiting the specific optical selection rules in Landau-
quantized graphene allowing selective pumping of a sin-
gle LL. (B) The second scheme exploits efficient Auger
scattering to assist the build-up of a PI. An Auger-induced
mechanism to create P is quite remarkable, since Auger
scattering is known to rather be the main obstacle for the
realization of population inversion [19, 30, 77].

Applying linearly polarized light, we preserve the
electron-hole symmetry. As a result, we obtain a PI both
in the conduction band and in the valence band. In the
considered scheme, it occurs between the LLs with the in-
dices n =±1 and n =±2. Note that the PI transitions in the
conduction and in the valence band are optically coupled
by inversely circularly polarized photons, i.e. photons cre-
ated in a stimulated emission process inducing the LL
transition +2 →+1(−1 →−2) are σ+- polarized (σ−- po-
larized). Hence, we label the corresponding population
inversion as σ+- PI and σ−- PI, respectively.

Now, we investigate the applicability of the two pro-
posed schemes for population inversion. We evaluate the
Graphene Bloch Equations in the presence of an external

(c)

(b)

(a)

Figure 10 Population inversion in Landau-quantized
graphene. (a) Schematic illustration of two different schemes
to achieve population inversion between the LLs n =+1 and
n =+2. Scheme A is based only on optical pumping exploiting
the selection rules (yellow arrows), while scheme B is based on
efficient Auger scattering (blue arrows) between the equidistant
LLs n =+8,+2, and 0 redistributing optically pumped electrons
from n = +8 to n = +2. To allow for continuous laser action,
phonon-assisted relaxation channels are needed connecting
all LLs involved in the laser system (purple-dotted arrows). (b)
Temporal evolution of the carrier occupations ρ+1 and ρ+2

for both PI schemes. It illustrates the appearance of a pro-
nounced population inversion defined by PI = ρ+2 −ρ+1 > 0
(blue and orange shaded areas). (c) Temporal evolution of the
PI characterized by an ultrafast build-up and a slow decay on a
picosecond time scale. Figure taken from Ref. [22].

magnetic field B = 4T. We optically excited the system
by applying a pump pulse with a width of 1ps, a pump
fluence of εpf = 1µJcm−2, and an energy matching the
pumped LL transitions of the respective PI scheme. To
have a fair comparison, we keep the excitation energy-
dependent pulse area constant and increase the pump
fluence in scheme B to εpf = 2.27µJcm−2. Since undoped
Landau-quantized graphene is symmetric for electrons
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and holes, we focus on the discussion of the σ+-PI in the
conduction band.

Figures 10(b)-(c) illustrates the time-dependent oc-
cupations ρ+1 and ρ+2 and the resulting population in-
version, respectively. In both PI schemes, ρ+1(t ) remains
nearly constant, while ρ+2(t) strongly increases on the
time scale of the optical excitation (yellow area in Fig.
10(b)) followed by a slow decay. We observe a long-lived
population inversion between the two Landau levels. The
PI defined as PI = ρ+2 −ρ+1 > 0 is illustrated in Fig. 10(c).
Exponential fits reveal a slower decay time in the A scheme
(τA = 39ps vs. τB = 27ps). In scheme B, Auger processes
are required to induce population inversion resulting
in its delayed build-up. The PI maximum is reached a
few picoseconds after the excitation pulse. While both PI
schemes are suited to create a significant PI with a rather
long decay time, the advantage of scheme B is its addi-
tional Landau level making it a potentially better laser
system, which is reflected by its higher maximal PI value.

The predicted long-lived population inversion is a
crucial step towards the design of graphene-based Lan-
dau level lasers. To address the question whether such a
laser can work under realistic experimental conditions,
we have developed a fully quantum mechanical theoret-
ical approach going beyond the Graphene Bloch Equa-
tion by explicitly including the dynamics of photons. This
way, we obtain microscopic access to the coupled dy-
namics of electrons, phonons, and photons in Landau-
quantized graphene. We show that embedding graphene
into a high quality Fabry-Perot microcavity [78] with a
resonator mode matching the LL transition +1 →+2, the
trapped cavity photons become multiplied via stimulated
emission resulting indeed in an emission of terahertz laser
light. To achieve continuous wave lasing, where carriers
perform cycles in a three-level system, we show that the
lasing process needs to be complemented by emission
of optical phonons. The latter depopulate the lower laser
level n =+1 and repopulate the initial LL n =−3 for op-
tical excitation. Our calculations reveal that for a high-
quality cavity and sufficient pump power, the laser fre-
quency can be externally tuned within a continuous range
between 4 and 8.5 THz [23].

In summary, we have presented a review of our joint
theory-experiment research on ultrafast carrier dynamics
in graphene and Landau-quantized graphene. We pro-
vide a microscopic view on elementary Coulomb- and
phonon-induced scattering processes characterizing the
non-equilibrium carrier dynamics as well as provide a
direct comparison with recent experimental observations.
In particular, we focus on two technologically promising
ultrafast phenomena characterizing the carrier dynam-

ics in graphene: carrier multiplication and population
inversion. We find that due to graphene’s linear and gap-
less electronic band structure, Auger scattering processes
bridging the valence and the conduction band domi-
nate the carrier dynamics both in graphene and Landau-
quantized graphene resulting in a significant multiplica-
tion of optically excited charge carriers. Furthermore, we
demonstrate the appearance of a population inversion
and discuss how this many-particle phenomenon can be
exploited to design externally tunable Landau level lasers
that are operating in the technologically relevant terahertz
spectral range.
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Graphene and to Thomas Seyller (Chemnitz University
of Technology) for the coordination of the program. Our
work has also received funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under
grant agreement No 696656 (Graphene Flagship) and the
Swedish Research Council (VR).

Appendix

Here, we describe the applied theoretical approach in
more detail. Note that the appendix is based on Refs. [5,
42].
Hamilton operator: The first step is the description of the
many-particle Hamilton operator H in the formalism of
second quantization. To this end, we introduce ladder op-
erators a+

l and al (b+
u , bu ) creating and annihilating an

electron (phonon) in the state l (u), respectively. The com-
pound index l = (λ,k) contains the electronic momen-
tum k and the conduction/valence band λ = v,c, while
u = ( j , q) describes the phonon momentum q and the
phonon mode j . In our work, the many-particle Hamil-
ton operator H = H0 + Hc,l + Hc,c + Hc,p consists of the
interaction-free carrier and phonon part H0, the carrier-
light Hc, f , the carrier-carrier Hc,c , and the carrier-phonon
interaction Hc,p .

The first part H0 is determined by the electron (εl ) and
the phonon dispersion (ħωu ):

H0 =
∑

l
εl a+

l al +∑
u
ħωu (b+

u bu + 1

2
) . (5)

The electronic dispersion is calculated analytically within
the nearest-neighbor tight-binding (TB) approach by
introducing electronic wave functions Ψλk (r ) approxi-
mated as a linear combination of the atomic orbital func-
tions [5, 47]. The appearing tight-binding overlap γ0 de-
termines the slope of the Dirac bands and is fixed to
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the experimentally measured value. An improved tight-
binding electronic dispersion can be achieved by includ-
ing third-nearest-neighbor interactions and their over-
laps [47] or by including the influence of energetically
higher σ-bands [79]. However, since we focus on the car-
rier relaxation dynamics close to the Dirac point, the
nearest-neighbor TB approximation is sufficient. Regard-
ing the dispersion of phonons, we assume constant opti-
cal phonon energies around the high-symmetry points ex-
hibiting strong electron-phonon coupling (Γ and K longi-
tudinal and transversal optical modes) [80, 81]. For acous-
tic phonons, we assume a linear phonon dispersion taking
into account the strongest Γ-LA phonon mode [82].

The carrier-light interaction Hc,l is taken within the
radiation gauge and the dipole approximation [67]

Hc,l = iħ e0

m0

∑
l1,l2

Ml1,l2 · A(t ) a+
l1

al2
(6)

with the elementary charge e0 and the electron mass m0.
The strength of the coupling is given by the product of the
vector potential A(t ) and the optical matrix element [83,
84] Ml1,l2 =

∫
drΨ∗

l1
(r )∇Ψl2 (r ), which can be analytically

evaluated within the TB approach

Mλλ′
k = m

3∑
i=1

bi

|bi |
(
C A∗
λk C B

λ′k e i k ·bi −C B∗
λk C A

λ′k e−i k ·bi
)

(7)

wit the TB coefficients C A/B
λk . The matrix element de-

scribes the strength of the carrier-light interaction and
contains optical selection rules. Since the momentum of
light is negligibly small, it describes direct optical transi-
tions with l1 = l2 = k .

The third contribution Hc,c in the Hamilton operator
describes the carrier-carrier interaction

Hc,c = 1

2

∑
l1,l2,l3,l4

V l1 ,l2
l3,l4

a+
l1

a+
l2

al4
al3

(8)

including the Coulomb matrix element V l1 ,l2
l3,l4

that is eval-
uated by inserting TB wave functions with effective hydro-
gen 2pz orbitals [85]

V l1 ,l2
l3,l4

=Vq

(( q aB

Zeff

)2 +1
)−6

g l1l2
l3,l4

δq ,k4−k2 . (9)

Here, aB denotes the Bohr radius, Zeff characterizes the
effective atomic number, the Kronecker accounts for mo-
mentum conservation, and Vq is the Fourier transform
of the two-dimensional Coulomb potential. Furthermore,
the form factor g l1,l2

l3,l4
reads

g l1,l2
l3,l4

= 1

4

(
1+ cλ1λ3

e∗(k1)e(k3)

|e(k1)e(k3)|
)(

1+ cλ2λ4

e∗(k2)e(k4)

|e(k2)e(k4)|
)
,

where cλλ′ equals +1 for intraband (λ=λ′) and -1 for in-
terband processes (λ 6=λ′). The Coulomb matrix element

prefers collinear scattering along the Dirac cone. The im-
pact of non-collinear processes is discussed in a separate
feature article in this special issue [S. Winnerl et al., ci-
tation when available] with a focus on the anisotropic
carrier dynamics at very low energies. Due to the pres-
ence of many electrons and the surrounding material,
the Coulomb interaction is screened. The effects arising
from the electrons in the core states and the surrounding
medium are taken into account by introducing a dielectric
background constant εbg . The screening stemming from
other valence electrons are calculated within static limit
of the Lindhard equation [5, 43].

The last contribution Hc,p of the Hamilton operator
describes the interaction between carriers and phonons:

Hc,p = ∑
l1,l2

∑
u

(
g l1,l2

u a+
l1

al2
bu + g l1,l2

u a+
l2

al1
b+
−u

)
(10)

with the carrier-phonon matrix elements g l1,l2
u . Piscanec

and co-workers have shown that the slope of the kinks in
the phonon dispersion relation is directly proportional to
the square of the coupling element allowing their exper-
imental estimation [80]. The electron-phonon coupling
elements for the ΓLO, ΓTO, and the K mode read [80]

|g kλλ′
qΓ j |2 = 1

N
g̃ 2
Γ

(
1+ cλλ

′
j cos(ϕ+ϕ′)

)
, (11)

|g kλλ′
qK |2 = 1

N
g̃ 2

K

(
1− cλλ

′
K cos(ϕ−ϕ′)

)
(12)

with j denoting the ΓLO or ΓTO phonon mode. Further-
more, g̃ 2

K = 0.0994 eV2 for K phonons, g̃ 2
Γ = 0.0405 eV2

for ΓLO and ΓTO phonons, and ϕ,ϕ′ describe the an-
gle between the wave vectors of the involved carriers
and phonons. The factor N corresponds to the num-
ber of graphene unit cells. The carrier-phonon matrix
elements do not depend on the momentum transfer q
of the involved phonons, but they exhibit a character-
istic angle dependence for each phonon mode. For in-
terband ΓTO and K phonons as well as intraband ΓLO
scattering cλλ

′
j = cλλ

′
K = −1, while the behavior for in-

traband ΓTO and interband ΓLO and K phonon scat-
tering channels is inverse with cλλ

′
j = cλλ

′
K = +1. For

acoustic phonons, we follow the approach of Tse et al.
yielding [82] |g kλλ

qΓL A
|2 = 1

2N g 2
L A(q)

(
1 + cos(θk ,k−q )

)
with

g 2
L A = D2q2ħ

ML2ωq
, where D = 16 eV is the deformation poten-

tial, M = 7.6 ·10−8 gcm−2 the graphene mass density, and
ωq = νL A q the Γ-LA phonon frequency.

Scattering rates: Having determined the many-particle
Hamilton operator, we can evaluate the Heisenberg equa-
tion of motion iħ d

d t O (t ) = [O (t ), H ] to determine the tem-
poral evolution of any observable O (t). To describe the
carrier dynamics, we need equations of motion for the
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microscopic polarization pk (t ), carrier occupations ρλk (t ),

and phonon occupation n j
q (t ). Many-particle interactions

couple the dynamics of these single-particle quantities
to higher-order terms describing the correlation between
carriers. The resulting set of equations is not closed and an
infinite hierarchy of quantities with increasing number of
involved particles appears [43]. In this work, we apply the
correlation expansion and consider only contributions up
to the second order assuming that higher-order terms are
negligibly small [86]. This factorization technique leads
to a closed set of equations for the single-particle ele-
ments. This is called second order Born approximation
[46]. Furthermore, we apply the Markov approximation,
which neglects quantum-mechanic memory effects and
accounts for a conservation of energy [5, 42]. Since we
focus on the relaxation dynamics of optically excited carri-
ers close to the Dirac point, excitonic effects play a minor
role and will be neglected. Energy renormalization stem-
ming from Hartree-Fock contributes has already been
taken into account in the calculation of the electronic
dispersion relation.

In the limit of the second-order Born-Markov approx-
imation, we obtain the graphene Bloch equations that
have been introduced in the main part of the manuscript,
cf. Eqs. (1)-(3). The appearing many-particle (MP) scatter-
ing processes are described by the Boltzmann-like scat-
tering equation (Eq. (2))

ρ̇l (t )
∣∣

MP = Γi n
l (t )

(
1−ρl (t )

)−Γout
l (t )ρl (t ) (13)

with time- and momentum-dependent scattering rates
Γi n/out

l (t ). The latter include both carrier-carrier (cc) and

carrier-phonon (cp) relaxation channels, i.e. Γi n/out
l (t ) =

Γi n/out
l ,cc (t )+Γi n/out

l ,cp (t ).

In the case of Coulomb-induced scattering, the in- and
out-scattering rates read

Γi n/out
l ,cc (t ) = 2π

ħ
∑

l1,l2,l3

Ṽ l ,l1
l2,l3

Ri n/out
cc (t )δ

(
∆ε

l ,l1
l2,l3

)
(14)

with Ṽ l ,l1
l2,l3

=V l ,l1
l2,l3

(2V l ,l1 ∗
l2,l3

−V l1,l ∗
l2,l3

) and ∆εl ,l1
l2,l3

= (εl +εl1 −
εl2 −εl3 ). The influence of Pauli blocking is explicitly in-
cluded in the terms Ri n

cc (t) = (
1−ρl1 (t )

)
ρl2 (t)ρl3 (t) and

Rout
cc (t) = ρl1 (t)

(
1−ρl2 (t )

)(
1−ρl3 (t )

)
. The efficiency of

scattering channels is determined by the screened Coulomb

matrix elements V l ,l1
l2,l3

and the time-dependent occupa-
tion probabilities of the involved states. The appearing
delta function results from the Markov approximation and
allows only scattering processes, which fulfill the conser-
vation of energy.

The corresponding phonon-induced in-scattering
rates read

Γi n
λk ,cp (t ) = 2π

ħ
∑

λ′,γ, j ,q

∣∣∣g k+qλ′,kλ
q , j

∣∣∣2 × (15)

ρλ
′

k+q (t )
[(

n j
q (t )+1

)
δ

(
∆ελλ

′,−
k ,q , j

)
+n j

−q (t )δ
(
∆ελ

′λ,+
k ,q , j

)]
with the condition for the conservation of energy∆ελ

′λ,±
k ,q , j =

(ελ
′

k+q − ελk ±ħω j q ) including the emission and absorp-

tion of phonons. The latter depends on the phonon oc-

cupation n j
q (t), while the phonon emission scales with

(n j
q (t)+1) and therefore can take place at any tempera-

ture. An excited electron scatters from the state (λ′,k +q)
into the state (λ,k). The momentum and energy conserva-
tion is fulfilled by emitting or absorbing a corresponding
phonon. The out-scattering rate Γout

λk ,cp is obtained by sub-

stituting ρl ↔ (1−ρl ) and nu ↔ (nu +1) in Eq. (15).
Scattering via phonons can be very efficient and lead

to the generation of hot phonons. The absorption of the
latter through the electronic system can give rise to a
considerable slow-down of the relaxation dynamics [87].
Therefore, it is very important to go beyond the bath ap-
proximation and to explicitly consider the dynamics of the

phonon occupation n j
q (t ). In analogy to the carrier popu-

lation in Eq. (13), we obtain the Boltzmann-like scattering
equation for phonon occupations (Eq. (3)):

ṅu (t )
∣∣

MP = Γem
u (t )

(
nu (t )+1

)−Γab
u (t )nu (t ). (16)

with the phonon emission rate

Γem
q , j (t ) = 2π

ħ
∑

λ,λ′,k

∣∣∣g k+qλ′,kλ
q , j

∣∣∣2 × (17)

ρλk+q (t )
(
1−ρλ′k (t )

)
δ

(
∆ελ

′λ,−
k ,q , j

)
.

The efficiency of phonon emission depends on the square

of the carrier-phonon coupling element g k ,λλ′
q , j as well as

on the occupation of the initial state ρλk+q (t), and the

availability of an empty final state ρλ
′

k (t ). The correspond-
ing phonon absorption rate is obtained by substituting
ρλk+q by (1−ρλk+q ) and (1−ρλ′k ) by ρλ

′
k .

Finally, many-particle interactions do not only change
the occupation probability of the involved states, they
also induce an ultrafast dephasing of the microscopic
polarization:

ṗk (t )
∣∣

MP =−γ2,k (t )pk (t )+Uk (t ) (18)

consisting of a non-diagonal Uk (t) and a diagonal part
γ2,k (t). The latter is given by the time- and momentum-
dependent Coulomb- and phonon-induced scattering

14 Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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rates via

γ2,k (t ) = 1

2

∑
λ

(
Γi n
λ,k (t )+Γout

λ,k (t )
)

. (19)

The off-diagonal dephasing couples to all coherences in
the entire Brillouin zone yielding

Uk (t ) =∑
k ′

(
T a

k ,k ′(t )pk ′(t )+T b
k ,k ′(t )p∗

k ′(t )
)

. (20)

The contribution stemming from the Coulomb interac-
tion reads

T i
k ,k ′(t ) = π

ħ
∑

l1,l2,λ

(
V̂ k c, l2

k ′λi ,l1
V̂

k ′λ′i ,l1

k v, l2
R(t )δ(ελk ∓ελk ′ −εl1 +εl2 )

−V
kc,k ′λ′i

l2,l3
V̂ l2,l3

k v,k ′λi
R̃(t )δ(ελk ∓ελk ′ −εl1 −εl2 )

)
(21)

with λi = c, λ′
i = v (λi = v, λ′

i = c) and − (+) in the delta

function in the case of T a
k ,k ′ (T b

k ,k ′). For reasons of clarity,

we introduced the abbreviation V̂ l1,l2
l3,l4

≡V l1,l2
l3,l4

−V l2,l1
l3,l4

, R =
(1−ρl1 )ρl2ρ

λ
k+ρl1 (1−ρl2 )(1−ρλk ), and R̃ = (1−ρλk )ρl1ρl2+

ρλk (1−ρl1 )(1−ρl2 ). The contribution of the carrier-phonon
scattering to off-diagonal dephasing can be obtained in a
similar way and reads

Uk (t ) = π

ħ
∑
qλ j

∣∣∣g k+qλkλ
q j

∣∣∣2 × (22)

(
S (t )δ

(
∆ελλ

′,−
k ,q , j

)
+ S̃ (t )δ

(
∆ελλ

′,+
k ,q , j

))
with S (t ) =

[(
1−ρλk (t )

)(
n j

q (t )+1
)
+ρλk (t )n j

q (t )
]

pk+q (t )

and S̃ (t ) = [
(1−ρλk )n j

−q +ρλk (n j
−q +1)

]
pk+q .

The time- and momentum-dependent Coulomb- and
phonon-induced scattering rates as well as the dephasing
of the microscopic polarization have been taken fully into
account for the evaluation of the graphene Bloch equa-
tions.
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